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SHRAMDAAN

VIRTUAL TOUR OF
THE LIFE OF
ETERNAL GANDHI

Mahatma Gandhi beli
eved that it is not
cleanliness only that is
important, but a social
order based on equal
status is the essence
of Shramdaan.
Vitual tour of Gandhi Smriti was a touching experience
for the students. They were moved when they got to
see the place where Gandhiji was shot dead. They asked
many questions related to the last days of Gandhiji.
They also participated actively in the multi-media hall
where there were many hands on activities for the
children. They learnt about Gandhiji’s beliefs and
principles such as ‘Unity is Strength,’ ‘Believe in
Satyagraha,’ ‘Truth and Non- Violence is the Biggest
Weapons,’A peep into this Great Mahatma’s life surely
inspired the students as well as the teachers.

REMINSCING THE
MAHATMA
MYSTICAL MUSICAL
NOTES THAT
RESONATE
GANDHIAN IDEALS

GLIMPSES
OF THE
ASSEMBLY

CELEBRATING 150 YEARS OF GANDHIAN LEGACY

GANDHI JAYANTI ACTIVITIES
AT A GLANCE

AN ENDEAVOUR BY THE SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
GRADE VI
BOOKMARKS ON GANDHIAN IDEALS
GRADE VII
STORY ON STAMPS
GRADE VIII

"Literacy in itself is no

STORY OF KHADI

education. Literacy is

FROM INDIA'S FABRIC OF FREEDOM TO FASHION
GRADE IX
GANDHIAN DISCOVERY BOX

not the end of education
or even the beginning.
By education I mean an
all-round drawing out of
the best in the child and
man-body, mind and

GRADE X
GANDHI K BOL: ELOCUTION

spirit."

GRADE VI
BOOKMARK ON GANDHIAN
LEGACY
On the occassion of Gandhi
Jayanti students of Grade VI
created Bookmarks showcasing
any one value / ideal of Mahtama
Gandhi

GRADE VII
GANDHI ON STAMPS
Through this activity the school
endeavours to capture a few dimensions
of Gandhi’s well-rounded personality
and pay a tribute his contribution to
the National Movement.
Students of class vii participated in
this activity with much exuberance,
demonstrated their creative abilities
and depicted the Gandhian struggle and
contribution towards national movement
through a story on stamps.

GRADE VIII
STORY ON KHAADI
"If all those who are dedicated to swaraj
also dedicate themselves to the cause of
khadi, we can boycott foreign cloth today
sitting in our homes and if that boycott can
be realized, the people will acquire new
vigour and self-confidence. Mahatma
Gandhi played a pioneer role in the Indian
National Movement and stressed on the
use of and Charkha to make the Indians
self-reliant , empowered and contribute to
the country’s economy.
He embarked on a journey that sent
ripples of change in the Indian society.
Living by the same ideals, students of
Jaspal Kaur Public School, took the onus
of taking the glorious Gandhian this legacy
ahead.
The students designed KHADI BAGS
under the guidance of their facilitator,
with much vigour and enthusiasm. It not
only filled them with a sense of
empowerment but also propelled their
creative abilities Vand vivid imagination.

GRADE IX
DISCOVERY BOX
A Discovery box was prepared by each student with
pictures and images of Gandhiji, replicas of his
belongings-spinning wheels, pocket watch, stick,
clothes, wood-beaded rosary, wooden plates,salt box
and his quotes.
The purpose of using the discovery box is to provide
hands-on experience of the replicas of the objects
used by Gandhiji.

GRADE X
GANDHI K BOL
Students prepared famous
speeches of Mahatma Gandhi
and present the same in the
Class.

